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Abstract
The basic problem of main pipelines non-destructive examination is reliability and validity of
obtained parameters of flaws (including stress-corrosion cracks). One of the most rapid and
efficient NDT techniques for main pipelines is the method of magnetic flux leak (MFL) over
defect. In accordance with magnetic method canon - the examination reliability (that is
probability of crack detection starting from some preset threshold level) is a multiparameter task.
The MFL technique is widely used for detection of internal and external stress-corrosion. The
instruments implementing MFL method provide magnetization of pipeline wall material up to
the technical saturation level; after that the magnetic filed flux leak is registered by magnetic
field sensors. Stress-corrosion and corrosion like defects present in the pipeline wall are detected
based on information picked up from those sensors. The difficulty in this case is the fact that
basic measured parameter is subjected to impacts of numerous factors including material
sensitivity towards magnetization, types of sensors and there location, pipeline wall thickness,
the gap between pipeline surface and measuring element, etc.
The magnetic instruments, as a rule, comprise: magnetic module inducing magnetic field in
the pipeline wall; sensors placed between magnets at certain distance from each other. If it is
required to evaluate the depth of the stress-corrosion crack the number of sensors and distance
between them should be determined. Also it is necessary to evaluate and determine the distance
between neighboring stress-corrosion cracks making it possible to differentiate them.
In the paper posed is the problem and discussed are approaches of its solution, i.e. how to
define the sufficient number of sensors to detect peak signal amplitude that can be correlated to
the depth of stress-corrosion crack and how to determine minimal distances between cracks for
which the last ones can be differentiated.
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1. Introduction
With еру increase of gas and oil pipelines range the requirements imposed on their reliability
become more strict. Technical diagnostics of pipelines health suppose provision of their residual
life determination by means of comparison of current parameters with those collected with the
help of various equipment at the pre-starting stage and in the process of pipelines operation; the
comparison is based on the analysis of the ageing process development mechanism as well as on
metal degradation in specific working conditions.
For pipelines consisting of metal tubes connected in one unified system each such tube
presents an independent structural component. In this case, destruction of any one tube in the

pipeline is taken as a failure criteria; while for reliability determination, as a limiting condition,
taken is criteria when maximal longitudinal stress combination does not exceed minimal yield
point of metal with taking into account biaxial stress state of the tube metal.
Currently, for pipelines inspection various NDT methods are used: radiography, ultrasonic,
magnetic, and electromagnetic and some others. The paper deals with equipment implementing
MFL method. The main idea of the method consists in the following: the magnetic field is
induced in the tube wall with the help of constant- or electro-magnets, as a result, in places of
integrity damage the magnetic field propagates outside the tube wall. The magnetic field
occurred above the wall measured with the help of magnetic sensitive elements (sensors) array
where sensors are placed at certain distance from each other.
Also will be discussed the issues of determination: 1) - of distance between magnetic
sensitive elements (sensors) that provides most accurate evaluation of crack depth and 2) –
minimal distance between cracks for which those cracks can be differentiated.
2. Obtained results
When using MFL method examined part of pipeline is magnetized up to the technical
saturation with the help of direct current (DC) or constant magnets. Presence of stress-corrosion
crack initiates re-distribution of magnetic flow along the line of minimal magnetic resistance
that, in its turn, causes flux leak into ambient medium. The flux leak is registered by magnetic
sensitive sensors. In this case, the distribution of tangential and normal components of magnetic
field over internal and external cracks look as presented in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1.
Distribution in the middle of the crack in the direction perpendicular to pipeline axis looks as
presented in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2
Further in the paper used is tangential component of magnetic filed (HX) over external and
internal cracks.
Those components follow the following formulas:
For internal crack implemented is formula (1):
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where:
HS – value of the field inside the crack,
2b – crack width,
а – gap between tube surface and sensor,
h – crack depth,
Т – tube wall thickness.
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As it follows from the above formulas the parameter HX has maximal value at х =0 and in
this case the number of unknown parameters subject to determination equals to four (HS, 2b, а,
h). Usually parameter а determined based on design considerations or measured directly in the
process of examination performed with the help of one separate sensor.
At given ratio of parameters х/а the distribution of tangential component of magnetic field
for internal and external crack can be defined by formula (3):

H X = H X MAX e − λX
(3)
where HX max – maximal amplitude of the magnetic field.
From given formula it follows that to define value of HX max it is required to have three values
of HX on the curve of magnetic field tangential distribution over the crack.
Real distribution of stress-corrosion damages on the pipeline surface are presented in Fig.
3&4).
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Fig. 3
Fig. 4
The magnetic pattern of real stress corrosion damages presented in Fig. 3&4 are given in Fig.
5&6.
Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Analysis of magnetic patterns topology of stress-corrosion flaws shows that cracks located
along one line can be revealed as separate cracks in those cases when distance between the end
of one crack and the beginning of the other one is equal or more than 20mm.
For infinitely long, located parallel to each other cracks the possibility to differentiate those
cracks exists only in the cases when distance between them is equal or more than 15mm.
For parallel cracks with finite sizes such a distance shall be equal or more than 25mm.
3. Discussion of results
From what has been said above it follows that on the portion of tangential component curve
where it can be presented by distribution (3) to solve the task of amplitude signal peak value
detection it is required to have three points. On the basis of this statement defined is required and
sufficient number of sensors for crack depth evaluation, as well as determined is minimal
distance between cracks providing their differentiation as separate ones. Obtained results
implemented in magnetic scanners and intelligent tools developed by Public JSC «Avtogaz».
The scale of developed magnetic instruments and systems are designed for detection and
evaluation of sizes of flaws present in walls and welded joints of oil and gas pipelines and in
storage tanks for oil and oil-products. Available instruments and systems provide reveal of single
cracks, groups of interacting cracks (stress-corrosion), pitting, rill and general corrosion on the
external and internal surfaces of examined items as well as lack of fusion and cracks in welds.
It should be pointed out that flaws with small transverse and longitudinal sizes (those less
than pipeline wall thickness) rather well detected and evaluated by instruments in cases if their
depth exceeds certain value dependent on linear flaws’ dimensions.
Due to presence of magnetic noise relevant to local variations of tube magnetic properties
conditioned by wall thickness variations, structural nonuniformity and other disturbing factors
exists some threshold level of possibility of defects detection through wall depth that in general
case equals approximately to 5-10% of pipeline wall’ thickness.
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In such a way, to solve the task of development of stable circuitry for signal decoding it is
necessary to have clear understanding of mechanism of influence of all above mentioned factors
and variables on the magnetic field flux. The importance and necessity of working out of
theoretical models helping to understand the mechanism of flaw/signal interrelation in terms of
ambient media parametric impact is undoubtful. That is why the working out of adequate
procedure for defects parameters finding should be based on accurate presentation of correlation
between defect and signal taking into account influence of multiparameter ambient area.
The available software package for information processing makes it possible to have color
scan of examined part of pipe or weld joint, to separate out defective areas, recognize defect
type, evaluate its sizes, to provide tie in of the defect on the examined item and prepare detailed
report about performed examination.
4. Conclusions
(1) The paper demonstrates one of the approaches how to determine required and sufficient
number of sensors to solve the task of finding of stress-corrosion cracks unknown
parameters as well as distance between cracks when the last ones’ differentiation can be
done.
(2) Made is attempt to develop a model of magnetic field over stress-corrosion crack with
less number of parameters that make it possible to define required and sufficient number
of sensors and to implement obtained results at the design stage and in the process of
development of magnetic scanners series.
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Fig. 1. Tangential and normal components distribution of the magnetic field over internal and
external cracks
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Fig.2. Magnetic field distribution in the middle of the crack in the direction
perpendicular to pipeline axis

Fig.3. Example of real distribution of stress-corrosion defects on the pipeline surface
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Fig. 4. Example of real stress-corrosion defect on the pipeline surface

Fig.5 Magnetic pattern of real stress corrosion
damages presented in Fig.3

Fig. 6. Magnetic pattern of real stress
corrosion damages presented in Fig.4
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